THE LEADER IN THE SCIENCE OF

TIRE SEALANT TECHNOLOGY
Extend tire life and protect the people, vehicles and equipment that are riding on
them. Since 1981 MULTI SEAL® has manufactured high performance tire sealants,
scientifically formulated to virtually eliminate air loss due to punctures and slow leaks.
Using proprietary formulae and ingredients, MULTI SEAL® products are non-toxic and
blended in the United States specifically for industrial segments. MULTI SEAL® is the
world leader for superior tire sealant technology.

MULTI SEAL® IS THE SUPERIOR TIRE
SEALANT ON THE MARKET TODAY.
The proof is in more than 35 years
of scientific research in the lab and in
actual results experienced on the road.
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PRO HD 2500™
All industrial tires, whether used on-road or off,
routinely endure heavy punishment.
They encounter ‘tire killers’ such as jagged rocks,
broken concrete, rebar, scrap metal, welding rods,
nails and other hazardous objects. PRO HD 2500™
is formulated to withstand the rigors of heavy,
continuous use. It will protect your valuable tires
from slow leaks around the rim and due to rubber
porosity, as well as air loss through punctures from
pinholes all the way up to ¾". It doesn’t matter if the
equipment is used in long haul trucking or off-road.
PRO HD 2500 is designed for use in equipment that
is used off-road such as:
™

Backhoes

Road Graders

Skid Loaders

Cranes

Articulated Loaders

Tractors/Mowers

HYDRO 1500™
HYDRO 1500™ is a flat preventative specifically formulated for ballast-filled tires.
The same time-proven technology used in PRO HD 2500™ is used in
HYDRO 1500™ to prevent up to 95% of job stopping flats in ballast-filled tires.
HYDRO 1500™ is compatible with calcium chloride, anti-freeze or water-filled
tires and will prevent slow leaks in the bead and rim areas of the tires.
HYDRO 1500™ will protect against flats due to multiple punctures up to ½"
in equipment utilizing ballast-filled tires such as:

Tractors

Cranes

Boom Lifts

Loaders

Mowers

Reach Forklifts

ARMOR 3500™
ARMOR 3500™ is based on the highly successful PRO HD 2500™.
We have modified the fiber and filler content to enhance sealing capabilities,
thus providing the ultimate in tire protection. Initially designed for military use,
ARMOR 3500™ has proven to be very effective in operations with unusually
hazardous environments protecting from punctures up to 1¼" in 18-ply or
greater tires.

Ideally suited for use in over-the-road vehicles that
routinely experience hazardous conditions including:

Landfills, mines, scrapyards and building demolition are examples of businesses
that have benefited from the extra protection provided by ARMOR 3500™.

Sanitation Trucks

Dump Trucks

ARMOR 3500™ is most commonly used in off-road equipment including:

Heavy Farm Trucks

Delivery Trucks

Sanitation Trucks

Road Graders

Logging Equipment

Concrete Trucks

Long Haul Trucks

Articulated Loaders

Quarry Equipment

Military Vehicles

All MULTI SEAL® products are non-toxic

INCREASING RETURN ON INVESTMENT
THROUGH LONGER TIRE LIFE
THE NAME OF THE GAME IS PREVENTION

ADDING TIRE SEALANTS TO YOUR SAFETY STRATEGY

MULTI SEAL’s 21st century formula works inside
your tires sealing slow leaks and punctures instantly.
Fewer leaks mean fewer flats, less downtime and
longer lasting tires. The result is less money spent
on new tires, retreads and damaged wheels – and a
higher ROI for your rolling stock.

There is a great deal riding on your tires – people, vehicles, equipment
and cargo all depending on the safe, reliable performance of your tires.
MULTI SEAL® tire sealants protect your fleets, helping reduce your
exposure to dangerous, unsafe operations on the highways or on the
job site. MULTI SEAL® offers the highest level of puncture and leak
protection available.

Prevention also means keeping all tires properly
inflated to avoid lower performance and decreased
tire life. MULTI SEAL® tire sealants combined with
a regular tire maintenance program can result in
dramatic economic savings.

Proven over millions of miles with truck fleets and the world’s harshest
on-road and off-road conditions, MULTI SEAL® prevents up to 95% of tire
failures from punctures and under-inflation.
Ask your sales representative for a live demo to see how MULTI SEAL®
instantly seals punctures. Seeing is believing.

